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General Directions: There are two parts in this test: Sentence Completion and Writing. Specific 
instructions are provided at the beginning of each part. Altogether, there are 50 multiple-choice questions and 
one writing task in this test. The total score is 100, with 1.5 scores for each multiple-choice question, and 25 
scores for the writing task.    
 
Part 1: Sentence Completion （75%） 
Directions: In this part, there are 50 multiple-choice questions with four choices marked A, B, C, and D. You 
should choose the one word or phrase that best completes the sentence. Then, on your Answer Sheet, fill in 
the space that corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen by darkening the space. Look at the 
following example:  We _____ agreed to part the company after differences of opinion. 

a) due to   b) have    c) do   d) wouldn’t  
The sentence should read, “We have agreed to part the company after differences of opinion.”  
Therefore, you should choose answer B, and mark B on your Answer Sheet like this: (A)  (●)  (C) (D).
Please fill in your choice correctly. DO NOT cross, tick, underline, or circle your choice on the Answer 
Sheet. The following are all wrong: 
             WRONG      WRONG       WRONG      WRONG       

(A)         √(B)          (C)          ×(D)  
 
 
1. The salesperson gave a very ________ presentation. 

A) interested    B) fairly   C) protective   D) interesting 
2. A person who owns and runs a business, and is the only person responsible for it, is called a _______. 

A) limited company  B) sole trader  C) entrepreneur  D) capitalist 
3. The students attending these courses are people with no _____ business experience. 

A) lack     B) actually  C) previous   D) many 
4. Our new advertising _____ includes TV, billboards and mail shots. 
 A) campaign    B) policy   C)  marketing  D)  sales 
5. Last week, a group of friends and I went to a ______ basketball game. 

A) embarrassed   B) excited  C) interestingly  D) depressing 
6. We know that cells of all living matter carry out the essential processes ____ energy and sustain life. 

A) that produce   B) that they produce C) produce them D) they produce them 
7. According to the report, their job involves _____ the machinery. 

A) to maintaining   B) maintain  C) to maintain   D) maintaining  
8. A: I’m so relieved! 

B: Why? 
A: Originally our essays were due on Friday, but the teacher has put off the due date. Now we ____ 

hand them in until next Wednesday. 
A) must not    B) shouldn’t  C) don’t have to  D) need 

9. ______ first automatic machine for blowing glass was the bottle machine invented in 1903. 
A) That the          B) The      C) It was the   D) There was a  
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10. According to the fire chief, the fire ______ by a cigarette. 
A) must start      B) should be started   
C) should have been started   D) must have been started 

11. They must _____ for us; let’s hurry up.  
A) wait     B) have been waited C) waited       D) be waiting 

12. ______ , he went to bed.  
A)  With a great weight being taken off his mind  
B)  With a great weight taking off his mind 
C) A great weight being taken off his mind 
D)   A great weight taking off his mind 

13. This is a ______ table.    
 A) brown new Chinese wooden beautiful 
 B) beautiful new brown Chinese wooden 
 C) Chinese beautiful new brown wooden 
 D) wooden new beautiful Chinese brown 
14. Twenty pounds ______ enough for such a poor family to spend for a month.   
 A) was   B) might being         C) have been   D) were 
15. It wasn’t so much that I disliked her _______ that I just wasn’t interested in the whole business.  
 A) rather   B) so           C) as        D) than 
16. She intends to move that the committee _______ discussion on this issue.  
 A) suspends  B) suspend          C) will suspend      D) suspended 
17. The ______ capacity of the stadium has been enlarged.    
 A) sitting   B) seat           C) seated    D) seating 
18. He told me only part of the story ________.   
 A) so that was it B) and that was that           C) and that was so  D) so that was this 
19. I’d rather they _____ during this bad weather, but they insist that they must return home today.   
 A) didn’t travel  B) don’t travel         C) shouldn’t travel  D) not travel 
20. ________ many times, this radio receiver is found very sensitive.    
 A) Being tested      B) Having tested     
 C) Having been tested  D) Testing 
21. Our company is ____________ even greater risks from global competition. 
  A) facing     B) spreading         C) taking   D) making 
22. We can ____________ the risk by looking at ways of cost-cutting. 
 A) foresee     B) add           C) try    D) reduce  
23. The reason for this meeting is to consider how to _______ the company from any hostile take over bid. 
 A) increase      B) protect            C) develop   D) implement 
24. Have you ________________ the risks to our staff who remain working there? 
 A) had     B) insured            C) thought   D) considered 
25. We’ve completed the risk _______________ and it’s minimal. 
 A) testing     B) estimate          C) assessment  D) elimination  
26. _________________ the effects of the possible risks involved an analysis of future scenarios. 
 A) Calculating     B) Encountering      C) Adding   D) Including 
27. We’re _____________ operations despite the advice to wait another week. 
 A) delaying     B) preparing         C) resuming  D) increasing 
28. The whole meeting was a complete __________ of time. 
 A) share       B) save              C) use   D) waste  
29. The board will have to __________ the real problems and stop pretending they don’t exist. 
 A) engage       B) listen              C) face     D) digress 
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30. Hang on a moment. I also asked my department to do this. We aren’t ____________ work, are we? 
 A) duplicating     B) doing           C) copying         D) wasting 
31. The new software they’ve ____________ is great. It makes my job so much easier. 
 A) sold      B) allocated         C) installed      D) interrupted 
32. Can I stop you there? I feel that we’re starting to ___________ from the main issue. 
 A) agree      B) digress           C) ramble    D) confuse 
33. My job is to look at the budgets and ____________ resources fairly. 
 A) waste       B) keep            C) reserve    D) allocate  
34. If she could learn to ___________ her ideas more eloquently, she’d be more convincing. 
 A) express       B) hold            C) engage         D) influence 
35. ______ bad publicity, we’ve still increased turnover. 
 A) Although    B) In spite of         C) Although that  D) Since 
36. Turnover was down. ______, the bottom line was up. 
 A) However   B) Furthermore       C) But that   D) So 
37. Negotiations broke down when no agreement could be reached over the supplier’s ______ terms.    
   A) delivery    B) arrival     C) sending   D) transfer 
38. ______ we had to confront the crisis of 2009, we did survive things reasonably well in the end. 
 A) In addition  B) In spite          C) While   D) Moreover 
39. Unfortunately the factory will have to close and all the workers will be made ______.        
   A) surplus       B) redundant         C) excessive       D) unemployable 
40. __________ our plans for exports, we also intend to build on domestic markets. 
 A) In addition to  B) In spite of         C) although   D) Regarding 
41. Previously the company concentrated on just one business activity, but now they are planning to _____ 

into new areas.              
A) differ         B) vary             C) differentiate     D) diversify 

42. ________ you believe in free trade, I feel there has to be some regulation. 
 A) Moreover    B) In terms of        C) Though  D) Limiting 
43. The employee who was sacked last week felt that his dismissal was unfair. He has decided to ______ the 

company.       
   A) law blame  B) court     C) sue    D) boycott  
44. They said we wouldn’t do it. ______, they said we couldn’t do it. But we did it! 
 A) Despite    B) Nevertheless     C) But    D) Furthermore 
45. If you have a bank account, the bank sends you a monthly ________ to inform you what has been 
   debited from and credited to your account.     
   A) statement  B) balance    C) bill letter   D) sum notice 
46. That’s true. ___________, we haven’t worked out a solution to keep the balance.  
 A) Despite    B) However          C) On other hand  D) And 
47. If a company has invested a lot of money in developing a product, it will take out a(n) ________ to 
   protect its right to profit from the sales of that product.       
   A) patent   B) blueprint    C) prototype  D) order 
48. Our two companies are going to work together in a(n) ______ to produce the new model.        
   A) alliance        B) merger        C) joint venture     D) union  
49. We want to start selling in the southwest areas of Mainland China, which is a completely new market for 
   us, so we need a good local ______.                                             
   A) handler        B) district          C) transport        D) distributor 
50. After the hit of this economic downturn, staff ______ was very low following the changes made within 
   the company.                                                             
   A) moral         B) morale          C) morality         D) mores 
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Part Two: Essay Writing  (25 %) （請考生用英文將作文直接寫在招生考試答案卷上面）  
Directions: First, read the following article. Then, write an essay in English to answer the question.  

 
China's global reach: lending more than the World Bank 

9 December 2011 Last updated at 00:02 GMT 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-16092634 

By Steven Duke Editor, One Planet, BBC World Service 
 
European officials may have flown to Beijing with their begging bowl underarm, but for developing 

countries, China's cheque book comes to you. 
Over the past few years, delegations from China's big banks have been criss-crossing the globe signing 

a plethora of billion dollar deals with some of the world's poorest nations. "Last year China provided more 
loans to the developing world than even the World Bank," says Jamie Metzl from the US-based Asia Society. 
"The role of China is large, it's growing and it's critically important." As the lender to go to for credit-poor 
governments, China's yuan is replacing World Bank dollars as the cash behind new roads, power stations, 
hospitals and other infrastructure.  
 
Where to invest?  

In 2010, the World Bank agreed $11.4bn worth of loans to some 36 African countries. China also agreed 
a host of loans to African governments. One of them, a loan facility to Ghana, reportedly is worth almost 
$13bn alone. But as Dr Zhao Changhui from China's Export Import Bank happily points out, his country has 
$3tn sat waiting to be spent. The nation's politics may be red, but the balance sheet is most definitely black.  

So where to invest? "Countries all across Latin America are surely the most eye catching in the last few 
years, but on top of that countries in Africa and Asia are also very pleasing," replies Dr Zhao. 
 
Global investments  

Those eye catching projects may include the vast hydro power dam being constructed in the Coca River 
in Ecuador. The project has been on the table for decades — seen as vital to helping improve the nation's 
energy supply. But cash was a problem. "Because Ecuador has defaulted on its debt in the past, the 
international markets are not ready or willing to buy Ecuadorian debt," explains Quito-based economist 
Ramiro Crespo. "Without international organisations, without foreign investment, without international 
markets, then you have to look for another source. That happens to be China, which has a lot of reserves and 
extra money," he points out.  

The multi-billion dollar loan from China that's helped turn the hydro dam project into a reality is to be 
charged at an interest rate of 6.9%. "The risk and the appetite for risk of Chinese companies is different to 
other companies," suggests Hannah Erdinger from the Johannesburg-based financial consultancy firm 
Frontier Advisory. She has witnessed a swift and large push into Africa by Chinese banks. "Traditional 
partners of the continent such as those with colonial links or development partners have moved out of 
infrastructure financing and it's a gap that's been left and needs to be filled," says Ms Erdinger.  

China has found the gap to its liking. In countries like Zambia and Angola, the activities of Chinese 
construction firms are hard to avoid. Billboards, road signs, even cash machines are now displaying Chinese 
symbols. In Angola, China has been offering loans since 2003 when the nation emerged from civil war. To 
date, it has extended credit lines to Angola worth $15bn as Chinese companies come over and build new 
infrastructure in the country. In return, Angola sends China its oil. 

 
China's circular cash 

But this particular arrangement has flaws, argues Chris Alden from the China in Africa Project. 
"Essentially the money stays in China — it's focused on the project, rather than producing a knock-on effect 
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to the economy. The point is the money doesn't circulate into Angola but rather stays within the Chinese 
project circles." This belief — that much of the money stays within China — may explain some of the 
resentment rumbling against the Chinese in Africa, suggests Zambian civil society researcher Chilufya 
Chileshe. "With the high rates of unemployment and destitution in the country, Zambians have looked to this 
high influx of Chinese into the country as an explanation to why they have some of the problems they have."

Those problems are acute. Two thirds of the population remain in poverty and only 10% have formal 
employment. The perceived failure of China's cash to significantly boost development in credit-poor nations 
has led to accusations that the "condition-lite" loans are undermining the efforts of the World Bank.  

 
Billion dollar concerns  

Jamie Metzl from the Asia Society is among those who believe that China is neglecting a moral duty to 
ensure its loans come with requirements that improve the long term health of a nation's economy. "China 
needs to do much more to demonstrate its global responsibility and commitment to building an international 
system that benefits everybody," he claims. Mr Metzl wants to see China work with the World Bank to 
ensure loans with tougher conditions on transparency, anti-corruption and human rights. 

It is an argument Dr Zhao from China's Export Import Bank believes is unfair. "These allegations have 
always been pushed forward by many in the West — but in reality things are much more complicated," he 
notes, suggesting China's willingness to deal with countries ostracized by Western nations — such as 
Zimbabwe — helps the people, and will reap benefits in the end.  
 
No strings attached 

Whatever the eventually outcomes, it's clear China is reducing the influence of the World Bank, says Mr 
Metzl, who cites an example from a few years ago. "Cambodia was considering a $600m loan from the 
World Bank that had conditions about transparency and anti-corruption and accountability. The Cambodians 
basically told the World Bank to go to hell and the next day they received a $601m loan from the Chinese 
with no conditions."  

Despite the criticisms, Dr Zhao is not going to apologise for China's growing influence in the 
economies of the developing world. "The mind set has been influenced too much in one direction — the 
Western conception, the Western ideas, the Western way of doing business," he argues. The world should not 
close its ears to China's philosophy and wisdom he suggests. 

"So long as an economy is growing steadily, healthily, and the people can eventually benefit in a much 
better well-being, then these sort of models should at least be welcomed." 
************          ***************         ***************          ************* 

 
Writing Question: 

According to the above article, one view is that China should work with the World Bank to ensure 
loans with tougher conditions on transparency, anti-corruption and human rights. But others hold that "The 
mind set has been influenced too much in one direction — the Western conception, the Western ideas, the 
Western way of doing business." They believe that the world should not close its ears to China's philosophy 
and wisdom so that the “No strings attached” policy should be adopted. 

Do you agree or disagree with China’s way to lend money to the underdeveloped countries?  
 
Give reasons for your answer, and write at least 350 words. 
It is suggested that your essay should include an introduction, several paragraphs and a conclusion.  
Write your essay directly on the provided answer paper.  

（請考生用英文將作文直接寫在招生考試答案卷上面） 

This is the end of the test. 
 


